LI M I T ED ED IT ION
Artists are no warmakers, artists are no lawmakers. Artists are the
peacekeepers and the storytellers that make us think about our
world.
At CHILLAFISH we think we need more peacemakers for the sake
of our future generations. Every now and then Chillaﬁsh will
launch a special limited FAD-edition of one of our products,
which features illustrations of a Fabulous Artist that we think
deserves some special attention. They can be young and
unknown, from street artists to painters, all we look for is a
positive message in a fabulously funky way.

WH O I S C H I LL AFIS H
We are a young toy brand focused on delivering play
innovation and functional design in the world of
toys. Giving kids great and beautiful toys to play
actively. Chillaﬁsh is present in over 40 countries,
expanding every year. We are present at major
retailers worldwide and are building our brand
awareness every day.
We have over 50.000 Facebook fans, growing each
month, and our products are present in thousands
of major stores worldwide, from Japan over Middle
East and Europe, up to USA and Canada.

W HAT I S T H E C HIL L AFIS H

PROGRA M?

Every 3 to 6 months Chillaﬁsh will launch a limited FAD-edition of one of its
products with a new artist. The artist makes an artistic illustration, drawing,
pattern etc. (or gives The Chillaﬁsh Company the rights to use an existing
one) to be printed on the product and its packaging.
Artist and Chillaﬁsh collaborate to ﬁnd a design that is both inspiring and
ﬁts with the brand's positive message and styling. Chillaﬁsh produces this
design in a limited production batch and markets this edition through
retail worldwide, and online, communicating about the artist through
various channels
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WHAT KI N D O F ART IST AR E WE LOOKING FOR?
Artists from around the world with a positive and inspiring message about
art and life. We look for colorful and bold shapes that ﬁt with our clean and
functional designs. It could be illustrations, paintings, gra�ﬁti, or others. If
the artist's work ﬁts with our style and beliefs, we can ﬁnd a way together
to make it blend into a cool product.

WHAT 'S I N I T FOR YOU?
We're telling your story through the on-product and on-packaging art, our
online FAD-platform, our PR messages to thousands of press contacts,
Facebook, Twitter and all the other communication channels that we will
use. Our communications talk about you as an artist, your other work,
background, beliefs, etc. Aside from the promotional beneﬁts, the artist
will earn 1 USD per sold FAD edition Bunzi that carries the artist's artwork.

WHAT 'S I N I T FOR US ?
Chillaﬁsh is a positively inspired play innovation brand that wants to bring
to the world refreshing products and positive messages. Our FAD program
is an ideal tool to put forward our brand beliefs, exhibit our innovative
open-minded spirit, while helping to promote other like-thinkers through
their art.

JOIN US
Tell us who you are and why your art and Chillaﬁsh will
be the perfect match. Send an e-mail to
nicolas@chillaﬁsh.com.

THE CHILLAFISH COMPANY nv
CONTACT Nicolas Faes
PHONE +32 3 257 18 59
MAIL nicolas@chillaﬁsh.com

